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ELLA STUDIO VIENNA              Sound & Video Productions 

MICHAEL CROITORU-WEISSMAN  

Tonmeister, Kameramann, Steadicam & Kamera-Kran Operator, Produzent 

Email: michael.cantustrio@gmail.com 

Tel: 0043 (0)699 19836911  

 

Terms and Conditions, Rights- & Duplication Statement 

In order to avoid possible misunderstandings, please read carefully! 

  Please make sure before the project with ELLA STUDIO VIENNA began, to 

view the sample videos on 

ELLA STUDIO VIENNA YouTube channel.  

       Every Concert hall, every room, every theater, every other venue has its own house 

rules. Therefore, cameras, lighting and microphone stands may be placed ONLY at specific 

venue locations. ELLA STUDIO VIENNA is trying to achieving the best possible results. 

       The fire protection regulations measures of the venue can sometimes at the last 

minute to bring restrictions and space changes. ELLA STUDIO VIENNA is not responsible 

for any quality losses that may arise from these sudden changes. However, ELLA STUDIO 

VIENNA is trying to achieve the highest possible results. 

       Some concerts are acoustic conditioned by the in-house PA sound system. PA Vocal 

Microphones are definitely no recording microphones. In this case ELLA STUDIO VIENNA 

can no longer use his own, higher quality recording microphones as two microphone 

rows are not possible. 

In this case, sound quality and results are depending only on the house mixer and home 

soundman. ELLA STUDIO VIENNA then has no more influence on the sound quality. 

Unfortunately, subsequent customer complaints concerning balance and sound quality 

cannot therefore be taken against. 

 When an additional cameraman is required for the production, the production price 
will be recalculated with a flat rate of EUR 150, -/ additional cameraman. 

 

• ELLA STUDIO VIENNA has a very special cutting and coloring style in video footage. All 

colors, cuts, breaks, camera angles are very carefully selected, since the concept of the 

finished film begins at the location with the camera positioning. If a particular camera 

angle is selected and the respective angle will be used, it is because that is precisely this 

angle suits for this musical moment and has the best visual Impact. 

Please make sure before the project began with ELLA STUDIO VIENNA to consider the 

sample videos on the ELLA STUDIO VIENNA YouTube channel. Complaints and subsequent 

style changes cannot be accepted. 

• ELLA STUDIO VIENNA doesn’t produce in a documentary style, but on artistic one, which 

consists of a long, creative and multi-layered process. For this reason, fixed delivery dates 

are not possible. The projects will be finalized as soon as possible.  
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•     Subsequent camera angle changes due to physical, superficial blemishes such as 

pimples, baldness, wrinkles etc. will be unfortunately not considered. These details and 

special requests should be addressed already at the production set. 

Since ELLA STUDIO VIENNA is filming in full HD 1080p, and 4K, the customer 

should consider a professional HD makeup into consideration, when necessary. 

This is available on demand at the production set and will be payed directly tot he 

make-up artist. 

Unfortunately, subsequent complaints for incorrect makeup and lack of 

appearance may not be taken against as the video material recording is already 

completed.  

       So that the customer can review a project, the project must be presented to him in a 

finalized form. Even the smallest text or image change is connected with a renewed 

finalization. This is very time consuming. Therefore, more than two changes in the 

presented project will be calculated with no exceptions at a flat rate of EURO 35,- per hour 

. 

       The package prices are based on very generous assessed studio editing times. 

However, the overtime for mixing and finalizing, which have been caused by the 

carelessness of the customer during the project appraisal, will be recalculated with EUR 

35, - / hour.  

       A sound & video production day is connected with a lot of effort and high transport 

expenses. Therefore, one third of the agreed production price must be paid at the 

production day. 

 

 

Rights- & Duplication Statement 

 

 WARNING! The price offer DOESN'T includes the rights on the recorded / filmed 
material, but only the initial production and recording. 

 

 The customer may use the recorded ELLA STUDIO VIENNA audio & video material 
for private use only and advertising purposes (eg. website, social platform, 

YouTube®, etc.). This is known in the industry as "material with limited user 

rights." 

 

 

 Any other use for broader advertising purposes, rework, remix, recompilation etc. 
is permited only after a using tax and only with written permission allowed by 

ELLA STUDIO VIENNA. 

 

 Since the copyrights belongs equally the artist and ELLA STUDIO VIENNA, the 
audio and video material may be not used without obtaining a permission from 

the other parties. 
 

 Use, distribution, uploading or sending audio and video material that was edited 

by ELLA STUDIO VIENNA, total or parts of it, are strictly prohibited. It must be 

supplied with written permission by ELLA STUDIO VIENNA and is chargeable. 



 
 

 Re-editing, retouching, and any color change to ELLA STUDIO VIENNA video 
material is strictly prohibited. 

 

 Since ELLA STUDIO VIENNA audio and video material is uploaded to Internet 
platforms and has unfortunately often been alienated, for COPYRIGHT reasons on 

all video materials ELLA STUDIO VIENNA logo is visible, on the top right or left oft 

he frame. This is a protective measure which protects the material from abnormal 

use. 

 

 

 In case of copyrights purchasing, the buyer will receive the video material without 
the ELLA STUDIO VIENNA logo. 

 

 Since ELLA STUDIO VIENNA belong the copyrights, all copies of ELLA STUDIO 
VIENNA audio and video material will be made solely through ELLA STUDIO 

VIENNA, except special cases, when written permition was obtained.  

 

 Possible performance- or specific creative rights of certain contemporary musical 

pieces are to be paid solely by the artist or its management. 

 

 

 Copies of media (CD, DVD and Blu-ray discs) up to 200 pieces can be taken over by 
ELLA STUDIO VIENNA and will be charged per piece. 

 

 Duplications from 200 pieces up to unlimited quantities are exclusively carried 

out by a particular printing company in Vienna that meet the high demands of 

ELLA STUDIO VIENNA. 

 

 For each sold media (CD, DVD or Blu-ray discs) which has an ELLA STUDIO VIENNA 
edited audio & video contains material, ELLA STUDIO VIENNA will receive 10% 

from the retail price. 

 

 

 For all media (CD, DVD and Blu-ray discs), issued by ELLA STUDIO VIENNA, all 

graphic work (inlay, cover, booklet, blank design) are exclusively carried out by 

NOA INFOGRAFIK. 

 

 Depending on customer requirements, these graphic works can be created with 
ELLA STUDIO VIENNA standard graphic design (in price included), or with 

specially created graphic design. Both versions will be executed very 

professionally. When specially created graphic design, additional costs are 

expected. 

 NOA INFOGRAFIK creates leading graphic design in Vienna and meets the highest 
standards of ELLA STUDIO VIENNA. 

 

 I have read and understood all the points of the agreement mentioned above. 
Date & Signature: 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 


